
SWANSTON LADIES 2019 

 

Most Improved Player: 
 
A prize will be presented for this category at the AGM dinner.  The winner will be the player 
whose handicap has reduced most significantly during the calendar year. 
 

Eclectic: 
 
Eclectic points (your “ideal” best ever score based on your results per hole in each competition)  
are calculated following each qualifying competition plus the 3-Club Competition and can be 
viewed on HDID.  At the start of the season, each member of the main course will be invited to 
pay an optional £2 into a “purse”.  The Electic winner will be the player with the best Eclectic 
score at the end of September.  Provided they have paid £2 at the onset, the winner will be 
presented with the total at the AGM Dinner.  If the winner had opted out of paying £2, then the 
“purse” will be presented to whoever comes second, etc. 
 

Order of Merit (OOM) 
 
Scoring for the Order of Merit will include all qualifying Ladies' competitions at Swanston 
played from April to September.  The 3-Club Competition is included in OOM but will not affect 
your handicap.   
The winner and Runner-up in the Bronze and Silver Ladies Championships will be awarded 
OOM points; 105 to Winner and 80 to Runner-up.   No points will be awarded to any other 
player.  Matchplay Competition i.e Hareburn and 9-hole challenge do not qualify for any 
points. 
Ladies playing in the Wednesday Club stableford can have their scores added to the Eclectic 
but do not qualify for any OOM points.  
The winner is the player with the highest number of OOM points at 30th September.  The Order 
of Merit results are available on HDID and will also be posted on the Ladies’ noticeboard at the 
end of each month.  The winner will receive a £10 token at the AGM Dinner. 
 
Points are awarded as follows: 
 

Ist Place 105 

2nd  “  80 

3rd  “  55 

4th  “  30 

5th onwards  5 

 

Birdies: 
 
Playing in any competition at Swanston, all Birdies scored should be recorded on the Birdie 
Board (and in the notebook).  The winner will be the lady with the highest number of Birdies at 
the end of September.  A small prize will be presented at the AGM Dinner. 
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